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Performance Update

Stock markets had a mixed month, with the S&P 500 falling 1.67%, whereas the FTSE 100 performed

much better, gaining 1.08%.

Sterling is rising, which is good news when we eventually go on our overseas holidays. However, it is also

acting as a headwind for our overseas investments. Last month, Sterling rose 2.82% against the US Dollar

and 1.01% against the Euro. This means our overseas assets fell by this amount when converted back to

Sterling. The good news is that stock markets are still rising.

Every major global stock market that we monitor is continuing on their longer term upward trend.

Conversely, most bond markets are below trend, but have begun to make small gains over the last two

months.

The average price of a home in the UK rose by 8.2% between April 2020 and April 2021, according to the

latest Halifax House Price Index. April saw prices rise by 1.4%, showing that the rate of growth is

increasing. The stamp duty holiday is definitely helping, but as we have discussed previously, we believe

that we are in for a period of relatively high inflation, which includes house price appreciation.

President Biden announced his budget proposals and the headline at Reuters was, “Money is cheap, let’s

spend it-White House $6 trillion budget message”. This confirms that there will be no end to the

Government’s ‘money printing’ and this is continuing to boost stock markets. However, if the economy

runs ‘too hot’ with inflation, and interest rates rise too quickly, then this could put an end to the upward

trend in equity markets. Therefore, we must expect corrections of 10% or more, from time-to-time.

The performance of the main markets we invest in over the last month, 6 months and 1 year is shown

below:

Portfolio
Performance %

1 month

Performance % 

6 months

Performance % 

1 year

FTSE 100 1.08 14.09 19.48

MSCI World -1.20 9.05 22.30

S&P 500 -1.71 9.88 21.77

Euro Stoxx 1.60 12.29 30.52

Nikkei 225 -0.53 12.00 27.17

Emerging Market Equities -0.69 8.77 33.62

Corporate Bonds 0.09 -1.20 3.84

UK Gilts 0.19 -5.75 -7.99

Gold 4.95 1.43 -4.32

Please note that these figures do not include the platform or our fees.*All figures are sourced from Financial Express to 31.05.2021.



Investment Overview

Over the past few decades there have seldom been times when European Equities outperformed US

Equities. The equity cult in the US is much stronger than elsewhere, which creates demand for domestic

growth stories. The presence of strong consumer brands, companies with long histories of paying and

increasing dividends, the ready supply of new exciting stories from Silicon Valley and the largest consumer

base in the world, means the US has tended to outperform.

However, between 2003 and 2007, European stocks outperformed. Despite the fact Europe played a

pivotal role in providing telecom and media companies during the 1990s, the US outperformed. The

period from the early 2000s was when the Dollar trended lower and lent an additional tailwind to

European Equities. We appear to be at a similar stage with the Dollar falling, European Equities are much

cheaper than US ones, and a rotation out of the previous leaders (mainly stay-at-home US stocks) and into

those companies hit the hardest from Covid-19.

The chart below shows the comparison of the main US stock market to the main European stock market.

The higher the line goes the more the US stock market outperforms:

The last major period of European outperformance is highlighted by the green arrow. Are we now in for

another period of outperformance?



Asset Class Review

This section will give you an insight into our current thinking and we have included some charts that we

believe look interesting.

Covid winners are pausing

In February and March last year, nearly every sector and company suffered loses, as the uncertainty

surrounding Covid-19 caused stock markets to crash. However, after the initial falls, it became clear that

certain companies would actually benefit from the pandemic. These companies became known as the

‘stay-at-home stocks’ i.e., those companies' products that we used more by working and staying at home.

These same companies are now pausing for breath and the charts below show some of these:

It is no coincidence that all of the above companies are US-based companies. The US is home to some of

the most innovative companies in the world and their stock market has been one of the best performing

over the long term. Each of these stocks grew significantly last year, but have all fallen a little or trended

sideways recently.



The Covid losers are now catching up

The sectors that were hit the hardest from Covid-19 were mainly travel, hospitality and retail. As the

global economy reopens, some of these have significantly recovered. For example, International

Consolidated Airlines (British Airways), has doubled in value over the last 6 months. Many of the

companies that are recovering the quickest are based outside of the US, such as Carnival (the largest

cruise liner company in the world). We must remember though that Carnival fell over 75% from its

2019 high before recovering:

.

In Summary

We have experienced a change in momentum away from the ‘stay-at-home’ stocks and into the

companies that were hit the hardest due to Covid-19. Essentially as the global economy reopens,

investors have moved money out of the previous winners and into those companies that they have

deemed as having value. We need to remember that it is the future earnings of companies that is

important, and not what they are earning now, which is why the above companies are performing well

now.

The ‘stay-at-home’ stocks have largely been US-based and the US stock market is starting to

underperform others due to this.



Darwin’s Cars

We have previously discussed how the exponential growth in technology will accelerate the decline of many

long-established companies, as well as lead to some winners producing exceptional returns for investors.

Effectively Darwin’s theory will be seen in many different industries over the next few years, none more so

than in the car sector, as we see the change from petrol/diesel to electric and then driverless.

Imagine looking back, when driverless taxis are the norm, and realising how inefficient the car industry was.

We spend a huge amount of money to predominantly keep a car on our driveway, waste hours stuck in

traffic, have a high accident rate, pollute the environment and tire ourselves by driving long distances.

Compare that to the future in which we simply click an app on our phone and a driverless taxi takes us

wherever we want, whenever we want and in the most efficient route possible. This will be achieved at a

fraction of the price a motorist spends now. We can also select the car that suits our journey, so if we want

to watch a film in surround sound, we click the cinema car and if we are going on a family holiday, we click

the family car that has all the technology to keep every member of the family happy during that journey. For

motorist enthusiasts this may seem terrible but for the majority, it will be a welcome improvement in their

lives (especially for parents who don’t need to be the kids' taxis anymore!).

But who are going to be the winners from this evolution, and will cars simply be like airplanes - where the

brand doesn’t matter and it is the shortest time, the cheapest journey and the best technology that

consumers want and not the shape of the car. The initial winner has been Tesla as they have developed an

electric infrastructure and made huge profits from selling carbon credits to other car companies. However,

you can see how other companies are seeing rapid growth in their share price, which is probably down to

their electric business plan. Tesla, Volkswagen, Kia and General Motors appear to be winners:

The winners could also come from technology companies such as Google and Uber. If we compare the

charts of the above to some of the losers, you can see the huge differential:

We believe the exponential growth of technology in our lives will lead to huge winners and losers in many

different sectors, and portfolios must be prepared for this change.



Final Comment

Equity markets continue their upward trends, but there appears to be a change in leadership away from

the ‘stay-at-home stocks’ and into the companies that were hit the hardest from the pandemic.

We remain confident about our recommended portfolios for the following reasons:

• The roll-out of vaccinations in the wealthier nations are reopening the global economy. There are now

discussions about a fairer global distribution of vaccines, thereby ensuring every country can

participate in the strong economic growth over the next year.

• President Biden announced a colossal budget that will continue to print more money and further

support the economy.

• The savings rate has been extremely high during lockdown for those who have remained employed, so

this could be a catalyst for a surge in spending in the economy. For example, it is now very difficult to

book a summer holiday in the UK.

• Confidence has returned to the UK with house prices rapidly rising, and we are seeing smaller

companies beginning to benefit from the removal of uncertainty surrounding Brexit.

• Those companies that have survived this year are likely to have implemented cost savings and may

find less competition due to other companies falling by the wayside. Therefore, the profitability of some

of these could increase significantly. This is simple Darwinian theory being applied to economics.

• Inflation is currently only expected to increase in the short-term and therefore we should only

experience modest (if any) increases in interest rates. Higher inflation will help reduce the value of debt

each year in real terms.
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Please note that this document does not constitute a recommendation. It is intended only to provide you

with a guide to how the markets are performing. The past is not necessarily a guide to future performance.

The value of any investments can go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount

invested. Taxation is subject to change and you may have to pay tax on any gains. The recommended

portfolios are unlikely to exactly mirror our clients’ portfolios due to the timing of the initial investment as

well as the effect of charges. All figures and charts are provided by Financial Express.


